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"ONE" "IMAGE"

ה'תשע"ב

Mayan calendar –Gregorian Calendar 2012 – Hebrew calendar 5,772
2012 - According to Hebrew calendar this year counts as 5,772 years since the creation of Adam and Eve
If Adam and Eve kept time in boxes, say 13 years in a box…and so did all generations, we'd have 444 boxes today
13 X 444 = 5,772 years
This year ( 2012 ) has a mathematical & prosaic meaning (in Hebrew) of "ONE" "IMAGE"
In Gimatria -

13 = Echad = 1 = one
13 X 444 = 5,772

and

444 = Demat = Image
one X image = this very year = today (2012)

Genesis Chapter 1, 26 - And God said: 'Let us make man in our image, after our likeness; and let them have
dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over the cattle, and over all the earth, and
over every creeping thing that creepeth upon the earth.'
As we await the "end of this world" or cycle, in 3 months time (according to some) it might be worth knowing
how the two calendars (Hebrew and Mayan) actually meet this year, in 2012.

The Mayan Calendar smallest wheel is 13 (days or cycles) the sacred year is 20 cycles X 13 days = 260 days

Pic no 1 - Two ladders/stairs descend from left to right TOP – each step is 20 days, there are 13 steps
BOTTOM – each step is 13 days, there are 20 steps
the blue rectangle is a sacred year of 260 days (while both meet/start again) (13X20=260, 20X13=260)

Pic no 2 – sacred year of 260 days (blue rectangle) and a short solar year of 365 days (green rectangle)

73 sacred years (of 260 days each) = 52 ordinary solar years (of 365 days each)
260 X 73 = 18980 days
365 X 52 = 18980 days
Since each year has 365.25 days, in 52 years of ignoring the 0.25 day each year, it accumulates to 13 days.
52 X 0.25 = 13
And so, every 52 short solar years there's another cycle of the smallest wheel (13) – only then while completed,
it truly agrees with time in reality (and meets with the first day of the authentic cycle, after 52 full solar years)

Pic no 2 – middle
th
73 sacred years (of 260 d each) arranged as 7 steps (2600 d each) plus 780 days - 8 step (3 cycles of 260 d) bottom
th
52 solar years (of 365 d each) arranged as 5 steps (3600 d each) plus 730 - 6 step (2 cycles of 365 d)
Both calendars meet/start again after 18980 days.
Both need 13 extra days to complete the 18993 days required in reality (the end day of 52 full solar years).
NOW comes the wheel of 13 (after 1460 rounds) to add another cycle of 13 days and live to "see the day".
5772 : 52 = 111
This event of "extra 13 days" occurred 111 times since creation (of Adam & Eve in God's IMAGE) up till now.

111 = Aleph = the first Hebrew letter

What actually happened…who witnessed the 111 rendezvous between ONE (13) and reality (every 18993 days)
After all, the 260 and 365 calendars had started again right after 18980 days … 13 days too early to the planetary
alignment of any "counted time" with "time in reality"
Both (260, 365) calendars never stopped or waited for the smallest wheel to complete its full mission, but each
wheel promptly started its own second big cycle (of 73 y and 52 y)…otherwise, if they did stop, these wheels of
260 and 365 would not be continuance as they should be. But If they looked back, inside, they'd see that the
smallest wheel of 13 completed a journey of 1460 rounds/cycles during the 18980 days (when it met with both)
but then, with an extra ONE cycle (of 13 days) it was truly able to start its own private "account of time" with
each new born year/cycle in reality. After completing 1461 rounds (cycles) only the wheel of ONE (13) met with
the planetary year.
The year 2012 is unique since this year it happens for the 111 time. And as mentioned 111 = Aleph
For a reason, for a cause…this is the way, the rout
365.25 X 52 = 18993
13 X 1461 = 18993
13 = ONE
1461 in Gimatria is 462 = a reason, a cause, a way… 462= NATIV = SABAT
"ONE" X "IMAGE" = 13 X 444 = 5772 = today 2012
5772 : 52 = 111

Aleph X everything = today 2012

Alef = 111 = (the first letter, 1)
Everything is ONE, in the IMAGE of god
52 = BA-COL = everything
Alef = 111 (1 =a)

Pic no 4 – from left to right – the large Blue rectangle = the first 520 full solar years since creation
10 cycles (steps) of 52 full solar years (52 X 365.25 days = 18993 days each step).
Each step includs the 13 days added by the smallest wheel, every 52 years
52 y X 10 = 520 full solar years = 189,930 days (true to wheel of 13)
Pic no 5 - bellow: 13 such rectangles (coulombs) of 520 y each = 6,760 solar years, since creation
This is more or less with accordance to the hebrew 7 thousands yrs, cycle of creations.
Each day a thousand years,
since only 5,772 years have past, by now we are all in ONE IMAGE this is the massage of this year.
2012 - Adam and Eve are being created in this realm of reality, today, as ONE IMAGE of God
We understand what it means from our own knowledge and first hand experience, we see the process in the
making, our eyes are open for almost 6 thousands years and we are (or can be) aware of time.
in Hebrew HA ZENAN = EMUNA

meaning TIME = BELIFE

(believe there is good out there) TIME HEAL, one way to know truth from false is through calculations,
mathematics. These can always be proved right or wrong. "Time"- although some say is man made or invented,
Works in mysterious ways. time is connected to sun and earth long before men were around… so the very
argument that it is en imaginary consept or product of our mind – is funy, time goes on. Who invented it?

Pic no 4 – from left to right, 13 coulombs from creation, ahead 6,760 years (520 X 13 = 6,760)
Each vertical coulomb presents 520 years (there are 13 coulombs, from left to right).

th

Our time (2012) 5772, is on the left side of the yellow rectangle, inside the 12 coulomb
This is where we are today, according to Hebrew calendar…

th

Enlarged pic - around today - This year is inside the 12 coulomb, 52 years after it started,
0225 = 22 X 025
th
Notice how the 12 cycle already started 52 years ago. time continue to the next step, the beginning of the
nd
second cycle of 52 yrs (the 2 out of 10 steps within the 520 yrs cycle)

th

The beginning of the 13 coulomb is 468 years ahead, yet to come…
th
But we already took one step out of 10… 9 steps to go…till the end of this 12 cycle (of 520 yrs)
advance as ONE IMAGE of GOD and hopefuly from now on we will follow the likeness, too
wisdom, Chocma = 73 remember that the (260 days) cycles of wisdom (73) met the 52 cycles of 365 days, and
both let the ONE complete the IMAGE, DEMAT, ALEPH in everything. (an image that sponanuisly comes to mind
is that of a person walking down the ladder handing a rose to the climber up)

Time travels and the Mayan caught the 'winged snake' twice a year,
Hebrew calendar shares the 91 days a season, and counts 52 weeks a year, based on cycles of "Seven"
"shabat" If the snake taught the original Eve and Adam, the meaning of time, days and cycles, the fruit indeed
is still good, even today. Time no matter at all, wisdom survives time and Alef was there before there was even
sun, or moon to help us count. So, this architectural master piece is working like a clock of endless energy

th

For centuries the same 9 steps form seven arches, on the days of equinoxes (sacred rainbow, sacred 7 )
The return of 9 reasons to develop the ability of every ONE of us to count for themselves, to write their own
Aleph Bait, to be able to see all as ONE IMAGE
This moment in time (in Hebrew) concludes the Eve of Shabat (LAIL HA SHABAT = 5.772 = ONE IMAGE)
A new year starts soon, so, let there be light since knowledge dose not bite.
We need only blessings.
let's be optimistic… This 2012, the 5772 year, is about to end and a new year will begin, a new dawn awaits
Seven blessings I wish to convey, back to life, back to the creator of ONE IMAGE
Please teach us sheva – berachot = 1000 = Aleph (elef) for a better future,
Let the night of Shabat, be bright as Aleph, Beit, till Tav
Thanks for cycles of "shabat" thanks for Aleph, thanks for Demat,
444 = 2 X 222
222= Barech = bless
Demat = 444 = 2 blessings = image and likeness
May the new year be one of peace and joy, forgiveness, kindness and spiritual growth.
Let us be worthy of the Image of ONE, we were all blessed with, this year.
And before I start a new, I too apologize and ask forgiveness if I have misled or been unclear or wrong.
A Happy new year to all - SHANA

TOVA – the spring of wisdom has started, cheer up

 = התשעב = בשעתה = שעת בה07222
אלף = שנהיה לראש ולא לזנב
 א-= בשעת ה07225
ב- = בשעת ה07225
 ג- = בשעת ה07220
ד- = בשעת ה07225
 = בשעת י07222

